Mittler. In the literature concerned with Egyptian religion the term intermediary is usually applied to the individual intermediating between god and man rather than between two gods as e.g. *Thoth did between *Horus and *Seth or *Shu between *Geb and *Nut.

As in many religions, so also in the Egyptian religion there is a feeling that gods cannot be reached directly by men (*Gott-Mensch-Beziehung) and no longer reveal themselves directly to humans, but that they can be known by symbols, as distinct from direct hierophanies, or that they make use of intermediaries: ‘I am that eye of Horus, the female messenger of the Sole Lord, who shall not be repeated (jwtj whmtw.f i.e. who has no intermediary)'. The intermediary in that Egyptian communicatory system of everything existing which we are accustomed to call religion, is the pharaoh (*König-Gott-Verhältnis; *Fürbrite). He or the priests on his behalf offer *Maat to the gods and he or the civil and military administrators on his behalf realize Maat on earth. He is man’s legitimate intermediary to approach the gods, and as such he is able to make the hidden will of the gods known upon earth.

During the crisis that affected the concept of existence in the NK, we see on the one hand an accentuation of the exclusive intermediary position of Akhenaten (*Amenophis IV), who alone knows Aten and in general of the cult of the king (*Königskult) who hears prayers and transmits them to the gods, while on the other hand more and more material from this period is found in which animals, effigies (*Götterbilder, volkstümlich verehrte) and deified humans act as intermediary.

Since the 18th dynasty the *Apis bull is called intermediary (ubhnw = *Herold) of *Ptah, and the *Mnevis bull intermediary of *Re as terrestrial representatives of their god, and perhaps because they vouchsafed oracles. In egyptological studies sacred animals are explained as intermediaries of gods. Animals whose mumification in the Late Period made them an *Osiris were thought to transmit prayers of supplication or thanks as an intermediary. In this, popular religion is not in conflict with the official religion of the state where the pharaoh functions as intermediary. Upon some of the so-called intermediary statues (Mittlerstatuinen) set up in the forecourt of a temple to transmit, on receipt of an offering, prayers to the god or goddess of the temple who was beyond human reach, an inscription explicitly states that they were given by the king as intermediaries:

“You who are coming to Thebes downstream and upstream in order to implore the lord of the gods, come to me! I transmit (smj) your words to Amun in Karnak. Give me an offering and pour a libation for me. I am an intermediary (ubhnw) nominated by the king to hear the requests of the supplicant, to report (r srt) the desires of Egypt”.

It must be borne in mind that the high priest of a temple or any senior priest whom the Greeks later significantly named prophetes and not hieraeus, could function as intermediary in the king’s name and could give and expound a divine oracle. Since Ramseside times this special task is sometimes indicated by the title of Mediator-priest (lm ntr ubhm = ?berichtender Gottesdiener).
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